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Video grab released by the Fire Department of
the Military Police of Sao Paulo State of a fire at
a cinematheque’s storehouse which contained
some 2,000 copies of movies, in Sao Paulo,
Brazil. — AFP 

A photo shows an exterior view of the Roboeatz eatery with the company’s logo in Riga. 
— AFP photos

CEO and co-founder of Roboeatz, Konstantins
Korcjomkins poses for photos at the Roboeatz
eatery in Riga.

This aerial photograph shows a huge, living installation featuring iconic Japanese images of the famous wave and Mount Fuji of Katsushika Hokusai’s woodblock print (left) and a Kabuki actor (right) in striking facepaint, similar to one that featured at the
Olympic opening ceremony, in fields using various shades of rice plants in Gyoda, Saitama prefecture. — AFP 

Italian community
hopes to save
fire-ravaged
ancient tree

Scientists in Sardinia are hoping
a thousand-year-old olive tree
nearly destroyed by recent fires

can be saved, mobilizing volunteers
to stand guard around the remains of
the ancient tree. “The Patriarch”, as it
is known in the west of the Italian
island region, was a massive wild
olive tree with a trunk about 10
meters (33 feet) around and 16.5
meters (54 feet) high. But it was
nearly completely devoured by
flames that ripped through the area
last weekend when over 20,000
hectares (50,000 acres) burned in
the worst fires seen on the island in
decades.

The blaze destroyed homes and
killed livestock as it ravaged thou-
sands of Sardinia’s olive trees, along
with juniper groves, cork trees, oaks
and pines. After an examination of
the tree earlier this week, experts
said they hoped there might be signs
of life in the root system and the side
of the trunk that was spared the
worst burns. The community of
Cuglieri has organized volunteers to
stand guard to prevent people from
walking on its fragile root systems on
the advice of experts, including
botanist Gianluigi Bacchetta of
Cagliari University. “Keeping this tree
alive means keeping everyone’s
hope alive,” he said of the specimen,
which registered on Italy’s list of mon-
umental trees.

Bacchetta said after an examina-
tion of the area Wednesday that
water added to the soil around the
tree had helped lower its tempera-
ture. Another scientist who surveyed
the damage, University of Sassari
botany professor Ignazio Camarda,
wrote on Facebook that all that was
left of the mighty tree were “miser-
able remains that lie on the ground
and a few blackened stumps, as
well as a section of the base”. But
he also noted “a glimmer of life from
which a new sapling could emerge”.
Firefighters were still on the ground
in western Sardinia Friday, extin-
guishing new outbreaks and clear-
ing areas, even as scorching tem-
peratures of over 40 degrees
Celsius (104 Fahrenheit) and winds
mean that the risk of fire remains
high. — AFP

Afilm warehouse in Sao Paulo was
partially destroyed by a fire
Thursday just months after employ-

ees of the Cinemateca Brasileira had
warned of such a disaster, accusing the
government of deliberately neglecting the
cultural institution. Fifteen fire trucks and
more than 50 firefighters battled the
flames for over two hours, but were unable
to save all of the cinematheque’s ware-
house, according to local television
footage. The fire started around 6 pm dur-
ing maintenance work on the air condition-
ing system, the fire department said,
adding that at least two rooms containing
films and other files had been destroyed.

Fueled by the highly flammable acetate
film material, the fire spread rapidly
through the building housing over 2,000
film copies, according to local reports. The
warehouse that went up in flames was a
secondary site and not the headquarters
of the Cinemateca Brasileira, which boasts
South America’s largest film archive but
has-like many of Brazil’s prized cultural
collections-been mired in allegations of
poor government oversight. Filmmakers,
artists and employees have accused far-
right President Jair Bolsonaro’s govern-
ment of “dismantling” the cinematheque.

In July 2020, the Sao Paulo public
prosecutor’s office filed a lawsuit alleging
the federal government had “abandoned”
the institution and withheld resources,
while questioning the absence of a man-
ager to administer it. The following month,
the cinematheque effectively ceased to
function after 41 officials resigned.
Thursday’s fire was “a foretold tragedy,”
film critic Lauro Escorel told GloboNews
television. In April, a “Manifesto of the
Workers of the Cinemateca Brasileira”
warned of the risk of a fire, due to the lack
of care “with the material, the equipment,
the databases and the buildings.”

The film warehouse is the latest reposi-
tory of Brazil’s rich cultural history to go up
in smoke after the 200-year-old National
Museum in Rio de Janeiro was gutted by
a 2018 inferno, and a fire damaged the
Portuguese Language Museum in 2015.
Conservationists have called for better
protection of and funding for the country’s
cultural and scientific heritage. — AFP 

From the ground, there’s not much to
distinguish the rice stalks in a field in
Japan’s Gyoda. It’s only seen from

above that a massive artwork marking the
Olympics emerges. The huge, living
installation features iconic Japanese
images: the famous wave and Mount Fuji
of Katsushika Hokusai’s woodblock print
and a Kabuki actor in striking facepaint,
similar to one that featured at the Olympic
opening ceremony. The images are part
of a yearly tradition started by the town of
Gyoda in Saitama, north of Tokyo, in 2008
in a bid to bring in tourists. In 2015, they
even scooped a Guinness World Record
for creating the world’s largest rice field

artwork: 28,000 square meters.
Each year, a committee comes up with

a new design and hundreds of volunteers
plant differently coloured varieties of rice
to produce spectacular images that can
be viewed from a nearby observatory. A
design is selected early in the year, with
planting happening around May. In 2019,
the theme honored the Rugby World Cup,
hosted by Japan. This year’s image was
intended to highlight Japan’s cultural her-
itage, on the assumption that crowds of
foreign visitors would be in the country for
the Games. “We wanted to show the
Japanese arts of Ukiyoe (woodblock
prints) and Kabuki (theatre) in a rice pad-

dy field, which itself is also an important
part of Japan’s culture,” Gyoda city official
Shuhei Tagashira told AFP. “We wanted to
present Japan to the world.” It hasn’t
worked out that way, with foreign specta-
tors barred and most Games events hap-
pening without even domestic fans
allowed in the stands.

But on Friday, there were still people
taking in the view from an observatory 50
metres up that offers a bird’s eye view of
the piece. “It’s much more dynamic than I
had expected,” 23-year-old visitor Kiyo
Hoshino told AFP. “I expected something
more simple. But it’s more complicated in
its design and on a really large scale. I

was impressed that the art is so panoram-
ic.” Maintaining the piece takes work, and
on Friday nearly a dozen officials from the
city’s agricultural department were weed-
ing the field, pacing across the vast area
in rubber boots and armed with sickles.

The work is important to stop the differ-
ent colors from bleeding into each other
or being muddied by other plants. “Can
you see the green, tall plants? Those are
not rice, weed them,” city official Shuhei
Tagashira called out as his fellow workers
struggled in the muddy field. The project
is also designed to bring the community
together and promote interest in farming.
In an ordinary year, about 1,000 people

get involved in the complex task of plant-
ing the right varieties of rice in the right
place to produce the artwork. They
include volunteers with some farming
experience and those with no background
in agriculture, including local children. But
the pandemic forced organizers to slash
the numbers in half, though people will
still have another chance to get involved
when the rice is harvested in October.
And everyone gets a thank you gift at the
end: two kilograms of rice in late
November. — AFP

Kitchen robot
in Riga cooks 
up new future
for fast food
Apasta order comes in and the robot-

ic arm springs into action at the
Roboeatz eatery in Riga. After five

minutes of gyrations, a piping hot plate is
ready. The Riga cafe, located under a
crumbling concrete bridge, is designed in
such a way that customers can observe
the robotic arm at work. It also has a seat-
ing area, although most customers prefer
take away since vaccination certificates
are required to be able to eat indoors in
Latvia. A Roboeatz app allows customers
to order and pay for their dish before pick-
ing it up at the cafe. “The food tasted bet-
ter than I expected!” said customer Iveta
Ratinika, a teacher and a member of the
Latvian capital’s education board. Ratinika
said she would encourage schoolchildren
to come and observe the robotic arm in
action and mused that there could be
robots working at the school cafeteria with-
in “a few years”.

Kitchen design is ‘real challenge’ 
Roboeatz was set up in January 2018

by Konstantins Korcjomkins and Janis
Poruks, who have been running the Woki
Toki fast food chain in Latvia since 2009.
Their aim? To revolutionize the fast food
industry. “This robot replaces four to six
human employees, reducing labor costs
significantly,” said Poruks, who has a
background in engineering. But he
stressed that the introduction of such
robots would not push up unemployment
rates since “people are not lining up to flip
burgers”.

“The robot will not replace people who
are willing to have a career in restaurants

and catering, becoming chefs or other
food celebrities. The robot will take those
low-paid jobs which most people already
do not want,” he said. Automated kitchen
technology has been gaining interest in
recent years, and that has been acceler-
ated by the pandemic. At a newly opened
eatery in Paris, customers can watch
robots build, bake and box up pizzas at a
rate of up to 80 an hour. In the US, a robot
named “Sally” belonging to the startup
Chowbotics can whip up salads sold
through a vending machine.

And, for the ultimate household luxury,

a UK-based company last year unveiled a
fully robotic kitchen that will set customers
back a minimum of £248,000 (291,000
euros, $347,000). The designers of
Roboeatz say it is designed to take over
some of the food prep tasks while improv-
ing food safety and eliminating the infec-
tion risks of crowded kitchens. During a
visit by AFP this week, the robotic arm
was programmed to make three different
pasta dishes. Its creators say it can be
programmed to make hundreds of
recipes, taking into account the owner’s
favorites and food allergies.

“The robotic arm actually makes the
least trouble of all, we just program it to do
what we need,” said Korcjomkins. “The
real challenge is to design and invent an
entire kitchen around the robot, which
should contain all the food ingredients,

spices, sauces, rotating pots for boiling
and frying,” he said.

‘As popular as electric cars’ 
The co-founders said the robotic arm

would pay for itself within two years at
most. “On average in the European
Union, one employee in the kitchen costs
the company around 16 euros ($19) an
hour, which includes salary, taxes, insur-
ance, training and everything else,” said
Poruks. “The robot does not need health
insurance, its kids cannot get sick, it does
not go on vacation or maternity leave, it

does not complain and it cannot bring
COVID from home to work,” he said.

The company has big expansion plans
with sales offices in Canada and the
United States and a technical team in
Riga to program the robots. The technolo-
gy was shown off earlier this year at the
Consumer Electronics Show in the US.
The co-founders said they were uncon-
cerned about competition from similar
robots, such as the pizza-making one in
France. “Our robot is designed to do more
tasks and jobs than just make pizza. Our
goal is to create a robot that can be useful
for many kinds of foods, cuisines and
dishes,” said Korcjomkins. “Hopefully a
robot in kitchen will become as popular as
electric cars!” — AFP

A robot seen behind a screen as it prepares
food at the Roboeatz eatery in Riga.

A robot holding a bowl with a pasta dish after
preparation at the Roboeatz eatery in Riga.


